
From: Kahler, Robert  
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 9:02 AM 
To: Stang, Annette 
Subject: FW: Staged Evacuation Requirements 
Importance: High 

 
From: Leuer, Kevin (DPS) [kevin.leuer@state.mn.us] 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 3:17 PM 
To: Kahler, Robert 
Cc: King, William (William.King5@fema.dhs.gov); McLaughlin, Patrick (DPS); Leuer, Kevin (DPS) 
Subject: Staged Evacuation Requirements 

Hi Bob  
  
I am back with another question in regards to staged evacuation requirements.  Thanks for your help on 
the previous issue.  This time it’s about the requirement for staged evacuation during a rapidly 
progressing severe reactor incident.  The utility is saying that they are required to issue evacuation for 
the two and five mile areas downwind and sheltering in in the five to ten mile area downwind in order 
to meet the NRC Supplement 3 requirement for staged the evacuation.   
  
We have been working with the utility on this issue and they are stating that NEI direction based on NRC 
guidance requires the utility to issue the combined evacuation and sheltering PAR for rapidly 
progressing severe reactor incidents regardless of what the state and local jurisdictions have determined 
is appropriate…  Both Minnesota and Wisconsin have done an analyses of the information and the ETE 
and do not see a direct benefit to the public in our scenarios here.  We are also very concerned about 
the mixed message to the public which will be confusing and the routing of people being evacuated 
through areas where a sheltering order is in place is not appropriate and routing around that area will 
actually delay the evacuation of the most at-rick populations.   
  
Attached are letters from both the States of Minnesota and Wisconsin indicating that neither state 
agrees with the utility opinion on this issue.  The states have indicated by letter that we will not 
implement that utility recommendation and the utility refuses to change their position stating that the 
NRC will have a finding if the utility does not make the shelter and evacuate message.   
  
Is the utility actually required to make that recommendation even when the data and both states have 
opposed the recommendation? 
  
Thanks KL 
 Kevin C. Leuer 
Director, Preparedness Branch 
Minnesota Homeland Security and Emergency Management 
445 Minnesota Street Suite 223 
St. Paul MN 55101-6223 
Office 651-201-7406 
Fax 651-296-0459 
 kevin.leuer@state.mn.us   
 “Keeping Minnesota Ready” 
http://hsem.dps.mn.gov 
  
 


